










King Kong
December 2005

What's animated:
The giant monkey (dun!)

How they did it: Animators
and the effects team used actual
gorillas as reference, but they also
needed Kong to do things that
gorillas don't do. That's where actor
Andy Serkis and the performance-
capture suit came in. "We went
beyond a real gorilla to get the char-
acter," says senior visual effects
supervisor Joe Letteri, "but it's
pretty firmly grounded in reality."
Serkis acted out Kong's scenes, and
cameras recorded his movements;

Actor Andy Serkis, far left, wears a

performance-capture suit that records

and digitizes his movements. That

information is used to animate the

great ape as he rampages through

the computer-generated environment.

software transposed the motion of
reflectors placed at strategic points
on the suit onto the digitally created
body of the King. The key to fitting
it all together: scale. "The most
important thing for Kong's size was
how he looked in relation to Ann. We
didn't do what the original film did
and have different-sized Kongs for
different scenes," Letteri says. "Kong
stays consistent throughout the
film and, more important, stays in
scale with the world around him."



Sin City
April 2005

What's animated:
Backgrounds, props, sets ...
nearly everything but the actors

HOW they did it: To re-create a
particularly graphic panel from the
original Sin City comics, director
Robert Rodriguez needed absolute
control over every aspect of every
frame. F/x guys put a real car up on
blocks in front of a greenscreen; an
actor was suspended
from wires to simu-
late being dragged.
Once the live stuff
was in the can, 3-D
artists replaced the
green with an illustra-
tion of the street and
added the illusion of
camera movement. Art-

ists working in 2-D helped create
a speeding background and spin-
ning tires. The wires were erased,
and particle animation, which con-
veys the impression of wind, was
added. A reflection of the street
was animated onto the car door
and paneling. Finally, the lighting
was fixed, enriching the grays,
blacks, and whites to evoke graphic
novelist Frank Miller's noir
artwork. The nine-second
scene took three hours to
shoot, but two weeks to
finish. "Aside from the act-
ing," says effects producer
Keefe Boerner, "the only ef-
fect that was done during
filming was the guy's shoe
flying off as Marv dragged
him along."

To bring the comic pane! to life,
filmmakers built a partial scene
in front of a greenscreen, then
added everything else - even the
wind - later.



May 2006

What's animated:
Angel's wings

How they did it: visual effects
supervisor John Bruno faced a con-
tradiction: How do you take some-
thing as patently impossible as a
guy with mutant superpowered
wings and make him look
believable? Especially when
that guy is supposed to
jump out of a window and
fly away? "To make it look
as real as possible, we
had the actor on wires and
later attached computer-
generated bird wings to
him," Bruno says. To get
the wings right, Bruno
and his team outsourced
to specialists: Framestore
CFC, which created the flying hippogriff in
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban.
"They made sure they looked correct in terms
of weight and anatomy," he says."We didn't
want to use a fully animated Angel in any of
those shots. The more time the actor - the ac-
tual, human actor - is onscreen, the better and
more believable it is."

March 2006

What's animated:
Small details that add up

How they did it: Just as you'd
expect from producers Larry and Andy
Wachowski and director James McTeigue
- Matrix-makers all - digitally animated ef-
fects pervade Vendetta. In a knife fight, "we
put in a wisp of a light trail from the knife
to show that V moves faster than anyone
else," says effects supervisor Dan Glass.
"The actor 'threw' the knife but never let it
go, allowing us to paint it out of his hand

and put in a CG one." The blade then whiz-
zes straight at the viewer (and perilously
close to where a camera operator would
have been, had the knife been real). "As
a small homage to the graphic novel, we
added a reflection of the victim's face in the
blade. It's there for a flash frame, and most
people won't see it." Cut to an actor with a
prop knife in his chest, and you've got the
shot. "You couldn't have filmed that knife
fight for real with the detail we wanted,"
Glass says. "But in the end, the effects we
added are virtually transparent."





Jarhead
November 2005

What's animated: The oil inferno

HOW they did it: When the film crew scout-
ed locations in Mexico and San Diego in the fall,
the desert terrain looked like a perfect stand-
in for Kuwait. Then it rained, and by the time
shooting started, the desert had bloomed into
green. Even worse, the climactic scenes of the
movie take place amid the black smoke
and flame of an oil field on fire ... but the
production's permit allowed only one
400-foot-tall gas plume (which meant
no black smoke). "I had a camera crew,
and I would go around the fire to film
at different distances, different lighting
conditions, different lenses, different
angles, so I could create a library of fires,"
says Pablo Helman, who handled the
effects. "In postproduction, I replaced all
the horizon lines, filled everything with
the fires, and created a smoke canopy to
change the lighting of the scene." The
end result: A forest of fires.
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